California Verification Labels
For Purifilter Plus M
Top Level Product Label and Engine Label

VERIFIED APPLICATIONS

Engine Label
(foil / plastic composite)

Window area

Notes on Engine Label
• Serial Number and Date of Mfr will be under adhesive window allowing installer to transfer information from product label- instructions will be provided in product manual

Label - Top Level Product Label on DPF
(stainless steel)

*Notes on Product Label
• Product SCPXXM; XX = Purifilter Plus M Model
• Part Number*: If sold as a complete system, the Part Number begins with an A19C pre-fix. XXXX= numerals from 0 thru 9.
• Serial Number Pre-fix "T" on all A19C system or C19C spare filters will denote ARB warranted product if returned under warranty claim to CDTi. XXXX= numerals from 1 thru 9
• Serial Number Pre-fix will also denote which Verification Order was applicable to product
• Serial Number also links to Date of Mfr in CDTi internal records
• ZYYYYYY represents filter lot code format and will vary in length
California Verification Labels
For Purifilter Plus M
VERIFIED HWY APPLICATIONS
Spare Filters

Engine Label
(foil / plastic composite)
- Not Applicable

Notes on Engine Label
• Not applicable for spare filters as they are used on multiple vehicles for short periods of time

Label - Top Level Product Label on DPF
(stainless steel)

Notes on Product Label
• Product SCPXXM ; XX = Purifilter Plus Model / Filter Size
• Part Number*: If sold as a spare centerbody, it would have a C19C pre-fix in the part number.
  XXXX= numerals from 0 thru 9.
• Serial Number Pre-fix “T” on all A19C system or C19C spare or replacement filters will denote ARB warranted product if returned under warranty claim to CDTi. XXXXX= numerals from 1 thru 9
  • NOTE: S represents a spare appears only if applicable
  • Serial Number Pre-fix will also denote which Verification Order was applicable to product
  • Serial Number also links to Date of Mfr in CDTi internal records
  • ZYYYYYY represents filter lot code and will vary in length

*Notes on Engine Label
• Not applicable for spare filters as they are used on multiple vehicles for short periods of time
California Verification Labels
For Purifilter Plus M
VERIFIED HWY APPLICATIONS
Warranty Replacement
Filter & Engine Labels

Engine Label
(foil / plastic composite)

Purifilter™ Plus M
CA/ECS/2011/PM3+/N00/ON/DPF01

Serial #: T
Date of Manufacture: _____/____
(month/year)

REPLACEMENT / RE-DESIGNATION*

Window area

Notes on Engine Label
• Serial Number and Date of Mfr will be under adhesive window allowing installer to transfer information from product label- instructions will be provided in product manual
• REPLACEMENT / RE-DESIGNATION appears at bottom of label if applicable (REPLACEMENT = replacement label)

*Notes on Product Label
• Product SCPXXM; XX = Purifilter Plus M Model / Filter Size
• Part Number*: If sold as a spare centerbody, it would have a C19C pre-fix in the part number.
  XXXX= numeral from 0 thru 9.
• Serial Number Pre-fix “T” on all A19C system or C19C spare or replacement filters will denote ARB warranted product if returned under warranty claim to CDTi. XXXXX= numerals from 1 thru 9
  • NOTE: WR1 represents a filter replaced under warranty- appears only if applicable
• Serial Number Pre-fix will also denote which Verification Order was applicable to product
• Serial Number also links to Date of Mfr in CDTi internal records
• ZYYYYYY represents filter lot code and will vary in length

Label - Top Level Product Label on DPF
(stainless steel)

Made in Canada
Engine Control Systems

Purifilter™ Plus SCPXXM

C19C-XXXX*

TXXXXX WR1

MM/DD/YY ZYYYYY
CDTi BPM Labeling

Standard Alarm Settings
Yellow: 150 mbars
Red: 200 mbars

Alternate Alarm Settings
Yellow: 180 mbars
Red: 225 mbars
Note: Yellow Dot on BPM module faceplate indicates alternate settings defined above used